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others of the present rulers of the nation, are from these rural 
and lowly ranks. 'The clerical authorities feel that alJ this is 
'taking from them the privilege and mastership they' have so long 
enjoyed. They are resisting the civil officers appointed to 
enforce the decrees making them amenable and responsible to 
civil rule. None of the communities have yet submitted. Jes-
uit teachers expelled in August came back (licensed by the bishops 
as seculars) to teach in the same school under nominally changed 
forms. They are being reexpelled, and the other recusant 
institutions are being closed, But it has been necessary to force 
the doors and lead out the protesting monks'. The bishops 
excommunicate the offices , who carry out the orders of the 
government. Some of the monasteries are being fortified. 
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THE ROYAL GAMES.-At the great army drills, "grandes 
manceuv~es," of the European nations, who are competing in 
the training of .their soldiers and officers for the next war struggle, 
why do the governments allo'W and . even inv~te the o~cers of 
otlier ~ations to see and learn all their newest Improvements? Is 
war still the great game of the great, as the hunting and worrying 
of animals is of classes a little lower? And do they, too, have 
their exhibitions of the quickest and surest way of wounding and 
slaughtering men by the thousand, just as peaceful people have 
their fairs of the iudustries and inventions that tend to support 
and maintain human life and comfort? 
Solomon, you know, used to insist, and does yet in the neyer-
to-be-Iost books which have been handed down to us as containing 
his most 'perfect wisdom-that a boy is the better for an occa-
sional thrashing. We are not all of Solomon's opinion now·a-
days, but as there is a great similitude be_t~veen the lives and 
histories of nations and of men, we may see in the case of France 
some corroboration of the great King's assertions. France was 
beaten down and despoiled by the Victorious Germans to an 
extent that made the whole world hold breath while looking on-
no one daring to interfere between the battling giants. But 
F~ance has recovered in ten years so that she is now m'ore truly 
prosperous, has larger commerce, is more active,. and more 
respected than ever she was. She has one great grrevance that 
she cannofand will not condone,-the loss of her Alsace and 
Lorraine; and she has some inner disquietudes; but they 'Yill 
break, like pimples, and leave little or no scar or memory. 
They come , of the old independence of the ecclesiastical and 
civil 'powers. The republic feels itself strong. The millions 
feel relieved greatly in being rid of costly and corrupt lords and 
princes and the tyrannies of the' old desp,oti':m. They enjoy t~e 
gteater-freedom, the actual share in, the government" the p~S.SI­
bilities of rising in the scale, and the free and full opportumtles' 
for education. , President Grevy and Speaker , Gambetta) and 
'. ~ 
.. . ...... "Wust thing 'baout Grey, is--books. Grey reads 
t'much." ......... says Goodale's farmer-philosopher iu a dialect 
poem of Harper's October Magazine. 
Some school men go so far as to say that the worst thing about 
our schools is "books," but that is merely for sensation. Amer-
ican school-books are the foremost educational agencies in the 
world, excepting only a persentage of those who teach through 
them. Yet we all find truth in the adage, "too much of a good 
thing is worse than the want of it." 
In some of the old-time schools, where children, fresh from 
freedom and variety, found themselves all at once imprisoned 
on a bench, and condemned to hold their quivering eyes on the 
bewildering paper, there was too much of book. . 
. Now, our best teachers induce st'if-restraint and voluntary obe-
dience by sustaining ' the pleasures of variety, and of expected 
free and friendly talks over actual and CUri9us objects, in lieu of 
raps of the barbarous ferule, and the unmanly tyranny of scold- , 
ings and threats. I, 
In this way object-lessons have gradually assumed a bi-fold 
importance, partly didactic and partly gover~mental; and there 
has arisen a double rea,son, too, for extending them so as to in-
clude something to do, as well as something to look at, in order 
that habits of industry may have an initiation as well as habits 
of observation. One reason is the difficulty of finding useful 
employment for young people in crowded cities, another is the 
example set by some European nations, where the oper~tions of 
garden work are made ,part of the school course, and examined 
upon by the governmental inspectors. 
There is no industry which can be taught in our public schools ' 
so unobjectionablyas the culture of the soil, because it is one that 
all can practice to some · extent either for pleasure or profit, or . 
both. It is the one sure resource., 
In large cities children have scarcely a chance to see any thing 
at all of th~ operations of the farm ('r garden. They' scarcely see 
or kno'W even the soil from which we come; from which we de-
rive support; and to ~hich we must return. But they show the 
native instinct which proves that our race was developed in a 
garden, by .their ea~ly fondness for band ling and paddling what-
ev~r sand or mud may happen to fie within their reach:. ' 'By tb:e 
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" time, h~wever, that they have lived fourteen or fifteen years amid more difficult tor individuals of one nation than for tho~e of &n-
bricks and mortar, and the artificialities of the town, all special other; The ability to make this effort and to apply the mind to 
interest in nature's exhibit~ and productions fades away. And continued labor varies according to the natural inheritance of 
as there are so few handicrafts now, there is little prospect for the person and to the nature of his surroundings and education. 
the poor child of the street but to become part of some factory Granted a natural inclination:toward intellectual pursuits, what 
machine, or to lead the vague and wandering life of a streetArab. circumstances are most favorable for them? What surroun~ings 
It is a pregnant question, therefore, whether the public schools, have men made for themselves and considered essential to the 
· which are intended to train the young for good and useful citi- most favorable exercise of these powers? In looking into the 
,zeIl:ship, and peaceful, happy lives,-cannot, by some means, daily life of eminent literary and professional men, we find a_ 
teach the principles of that primal art which underlies all arts, very general necessity assumed of seclusion from the activities of 
. and we may say all morals, and all prosperity-th~ tilling of the business and family life. ,-
ground;" and thus endow the child with a "life insurance pol- They employ varions devices to secure themselves against in -
icy"-its gift from the state, for the state's own ultimate safety (rusion; for they cannot allow even a silent companion in the 
and good. same room with themselves. They build isolated libraries or 
There is a difficulty, in our own country, about lessons that work-rooms, or select some such room in a remote corner of the 
that require out-door illustration,which scarcely exists in Europe. house, or in the attic, where they are secure not only from com-
There, the "master" is generally a married man, living in a panionship but even from the noise of life ever going on a?out 
part of the school building, teaching through assistants, and hav· them elsewhere. Some work only in the late hours of the nIght. 
ing a garden in the grounds, which .he is expected to keep in tidy Others rise early and do the most of their daily tasks before the 
trim, and bright with flowers; as most of the rail-road stations rest of the world is astir. All insist, if possible, upon the utmost 
are embellished .in England. Here, our teachers are mostly sin- ·isolation. 
gle; l~ fixed, and there is rarely any garden or dwelling, or any Isolation, then, is one of the desirable conditions to the best 
place for one in the school grounds. I . . exercise of the intellectual powers. 
-This difficulty of ours is obviated in a simple manner by a But isolation is only one of the means of securing to the milld 
· course described in a little treatise now before us, which shows entire freedom of action, undist'urbed by outward circumstances. 
how, with the aid of a few pots, and pans of soil, small enough It is this entire devotion of the. intellectual powers to their 
to stand upon a window sill, the teacher may illustrate germina- work that is the necessary condition to excellence of product. 
tion, growth, and culture, in their various phases and processes, Freedom from ca~e and anx.iety is another necessary condition' 
withl)ut the necessity of going out of doors, and without litter or to this entire devotion to intellectual work. It is well known 
inconvenience. that it takes an effort of the will under favorable circumstances 
As this importont kno .vledge is becoming a necessity, which to concentrate the attention and -keep it fixed upon one subject 
teachers will be expected to be prepared to meet, we feel that 
o(thought until a conclusion is reached. The mind has a ten- , 
we do them and the state service by recommending to their in-
. dency to wander. The laws of association continually seek to spection the little treatise referred to. It is called A Primer of 
lead it into other channels, and before the thinker is aware of Soz'l-cullure, and it will interest teachers, parents, and children, 
apatt from its iessons, and its mode of giving them. Example it, he has ceased to think and is wandering off into dreams. It 
is for this reason that thinking is generally acknowledged to be 
-chapters can be obtained by sending ten cents with the address 
· th~ most difficult of undertakings. to W. G. Wa: ing, Tyrone, Pa. 7========== Real thought is work of the most intense kind. It is exhausting 
7HE POSSESSION OF A COMPETENCE NECES- work . If while one is endeavoring to apply himself to it he is 
SARY TO THE HIGHEST FORM OF INTEL-. worried by the cares of a family, ' if he is pressed by creditors, 
LECTUAI.. A CTIVITY.* and distracted by other demands upon his time and attention, 
I.N the consideration of a subject so comptehensive as the one necessarily, the effort to fix his mind upon what is before him is which we have chosen, we must necessarily make our researches rendered all the mo're difficult. In short, it requires more than 
correspondingly comprehensive. We cannot draw conclusions ordinary effort, under the most favorable cir~umstances, to think 
from our own personal experien~es, nor, indeed, from what we well; if then one is weighed down by constant anxiety in regard 
have learned of the history of our state or even of our country. to the ordinary affairs of daily life, if his home is in confusion, if 
We must include in our view the whole civilized world. We he is in want of money, or pressed for copy. how is it possible to 
must ask who have been the most ' eminent for intellectual ac- produce .good work, except at the expenditure of a ll.luch greater 
tivity in the various countries of the earth, and then inquire amount of vital energy than would othenvise be necessary. 
"hat w~re the circumstances of their early lives. It is only in There is an idea quite widely prevailing that poverty ~s in 
this way that we can hope. in a manner, to estimate the power some way a blessing to a young man. To be sure, it is not clearly 
of the influences surrounding them, ,the same influences having pointed out ,in exactly what way, but still the fact is stoutly as" 
an effect varying in accordance with the. age of the nation, and s~rted. It is hinted that he would lack the incentive to exert 
with the national character of its people. himself, were he quite sure of enough to eat and to wear for a 
Before 'we proceed to t):l.e detail of such a comparative state- h 
ment. we shall first examine, briefly, the nature of intellectu"al month or two ahead. Then, too, it is said that _he is strengt -
. ened and toughened and rendered self-reliant by-battling against 
activity. ObvioUSly, it cannot exist without thought. Thought obstacles. ' 
implies an effort of the mind. Such an effort can be made only 
by the conseious exer.cise of the power. . Such exercise is much In an address to a recent · class of graduates from the law 
. more difficult far one i~di:vidual than for another. It is much school in this city, one of the prominent members of the bar, in 
speaking of the requisites to the success oCthe young lawyer, used .. 
. • A paper read be~ore the Chicago Principals' Assoclatlon Nov.ember 6, 1880, by George 
E.l)aWllln. Priacipal ofWashinKton School, CliicagC!., ' . th~ following words: 
, ' 
.. 
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. . " First of all, he should be poor. Poverty is the only sub-
stantial hope of a young lawyer. The law is.a profe'ssion of 
relentless unremitting labor. Nothing but the whip and spur of 
necessity will urge a young lawer to success. " . With aU due def-
erence to the learning and experience of the speaker, we must 
say that this seems to us most arrant nonsense. Though the 
conditioll of society in this country would more nearly warrant 
such an a~sertion than that in an other, still, it would not be 
. supported by the facts even here, as we shall show further on . 
Tne honorable speaker had no word of reference to the many 
promising young men, who, goaded on by necessity, seize every 
possible occasion to incite and prolong litigation, who, begin-
ning by slight deviations from a straight-forward and honorable 
course descend deeper into the mire of underha~d and hishon-
orable trickery, making use of the sale-guards which a noble 
,system of law has devised for the protection of the innocent 
merely as a screen to ward off punishment from the guilty. 
These cormorants, who are a disgrace to the legal profession and 
sustain themselves only by preying upon the community, ir;vari-
ably start poor. They have the ~pur .of necessity. They some-
times become rich, but at what a sacnfice. Who ever heard of a 
young man, possessing a com~ete~ce, desc~nding to trickery and 
intrigue to secure a foothold III h1s professlOn? 
But, to return; in what way is poverty a blessing to a man? 
"It is a whip and spur," says the' speaker above referred to in 
addressing a number of young men about to enter the profession 
of law, which is only one branch of intellectual toil. Now we 
venture the assertion that success in brain-work depends more 
upon the desire and wiiI than upon mere surroundings. If the 
desire and the will are strong enough, success is insured sooner 
or later, whatever may be the 'external circumstances of one's 
situation. -
If these circumstances are favorable, results are obtained at 
less expense of toil and mental strain. If they are unfavorable, 
r results are still attained, but they are approached more slowly, 
and many fall by the way unable to survive the long and painful 
struggle. In what way, then, is poverty an aid? It is no aid. 
It is simply a dead-weight. A struggle-a contest is not neces-
sarily strengthening. Even if victorious, the victor is not 
necessarily in better condition than .when he began the struggle. 
He may have over-exerted himself. His efforts may have been 
so great as permanently to injure him, even though he come 0:1 
successfully. So it is in an intellectual struggle. If the staain 
is too great, there may be brill.iance and genius showing itself 
faithfully, ]}ut no enduring light, and the intellect itself, which 
has shown so uLUch promise, may set in total darkness. 
The effort to think consecutivdy is of itself enough of an 
effort to bring strength with its exercise. 
The man who labors steadily and regularly at some manual 
employment is in a better and healthier physical condition than 
he who, once a week, upon impulse, works two .or three hours 
at the extreme limit of his powers. So the ath~ete who takes 
moderate exercise regularly, in a condition to enjoy every motion, 
does gain strength. He does . not feel that he has gained any 
advantage if some day he goes into the gym:lasillm and endeavors 
to lift and exercise with one hundred pound weights. How 
absurd it would be for the instructor in a gymnasiu[1l to suspend 
from the shouldet:s and tie upon the feet .and hands of those who . 
were to begin their exercises, heavy weights, so that what would 
otherwise have been a pleasant exe~cise beco:nei a painful, 
almost intolerable task. Yet this it just Nhat those do whe 
- ~laim -that po~erty is an aid to intellectual exertion. 
It is to the credit of the human race that many have suceeded 
in spite of being thus heavily weighted. History takes but litle 
account of those who have sunk-broken down by the excess of 
their loads, who, without them would surely have left the world 
the richer for their labors. 
The cases of success under such circumstances are rare,' and 
for that reason are more ' noticeable. 
, If a man has every thing in his favor, leisure, wealth, inter-
coocse with cultivated people, we say: .lie ought to succeed j 
There is nothing surprising in his success. He had every thing 
in his favor. We should be surprised if he did not succeed. 
On the other hand, let a man who has every thing against him 
by the exertion of uncommon efforts reach' success, we are sur-
prised. We think it remarkable that he should have aCGom-
plished so much, we are loud in our praises. But alas, for con-
sistency, we turn about and almost in the same breath, say "He 
succeeded because he was poor and had every thing against him. 
He had the whip and spur of poverty. He gained strength by 
having hindrances constantly in his way." The fact is we know' 
that poverty, and lack of friends, and obf.cure position are 
obstacles to advancement. Hence we are ready to give hearty 
praise to the few, the exceptional cases, where these disadvan 
tages have been overcome. 
It would be curious to trace the process of thought by whkh . 
we assign to these very obstacles the credit which we have al-
ready given to the individual, and say that it is on account of 
hindrances that he has succeeded, but this wou1.d lead \is too far 
from our theme. 
The name given to men of this c1ass-self-made men-is apt 
to be very misleading. In its best sense all men of any emf-
nence are self-made men. However much one may have studied . ' , 
under others, whatever advantages one may have had in the' way I 
of schools and colleges, it is only after he has taken complete 
chare,e of his own studies that he begins to accomplish visibl: 
resul~s. All the rest has been a preparation, a very necessary 
and valuable preparation, it is true, but, still, only a preparation. 
He must pursue for him!Jelf an ~ndepedent course of inv~stiga­
tion, and if necessary, subject himself to self-directed special 
training tefore he can accomplish anything worthy the name. 
It is in this sense that all eminent men. are self-made. But the 
term is usually applied to those who with little early training, by 
rigid economy and great determination have secured wea.lth, or 
by great strength of will have prepared themselves for certain 
positions in politics and in public affairs. 
Self-made men in the common acception of the term are 
necessarily rare in literature, since it is there very diffie'uIt to 
make up for defects in early education. Self-made me~ are 
usually ill-made. 'Fheyare apt to have great deficiencies in ed-
ucation and in manners, which are overlooked only because ef 
their undoubted possessiou of great qualities in other directions. 
It is quite time that Americans should begin to acknowledge 
that they are not fitted to fill any positi!)n wh~tever, that al-
though as a nation they have shown a wonderful vel"$atility, and 
necessity has compelled them to fill many different positions, it 
is not a matter of course that they were filled . We are begin-
ning to recognize the value of special training for the attainment 
of excellence in a particular fi~ld, and it should be more fre-
quently ac.knowledged, and the truth of it favorably impressed 
u~on the yo?th of ~be land, if we expect to compare favorably 
w1th the trallled sk111 of other countries. 
~Ub in order to give a prar.tical application to the epin.io!ls 
here advanced, let us take a hasty view of the lives of some e£ 
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the mos(' eminent workers in the field of generalliturature, 
poetry, politics, and war. The names are such as naturally occur 
.. to one in running over in mind the noted men of each field. It 
could be very easily extended by the addition of h~ndreds of 
names. We offer those only as to wh05te eminence there will be 
no doubt in,'any mind. They have been selected, not for the 
purpose of proving this thesis; for, necessarily, a knowledge of the 
personal life and temporal circumstances of many o'f them could 
only be obtained afterea somewhat extended search in biography 
a~d ' biographical dictionaries. The impression that this search 
would abundantly verify the positions taken in this paper, has been 
more than realized. If you will bear with me, I will give, 
as , briefly as possible, even at the risk of being somewhat te-
dious, the results of this comparison. The names here given 
'are such as would naturally suggest themselves to anyone 
who should sit down pencil in hand to note some of the most 
eminent men in the different lines of literary work. Neces-
sarily, the list is only a ' fragment, but it is believed that no 
name is given but what will be readily acknowledged to be emi-
nent, and since the names have been selected with the ut-
most impartiality, it is assumed that whatever may be proved 
, " by an examination into the circumstances of the early lives 
of the men here mentioned would be equally borne out, were 
it possible to make a complete and exhaustive 'list of all tliose 
who have gained distinction through intellectual labor. 
In general literature the following names ' have been selected: 
Addisori, Dr. Arnold, Francis Bacon, Roger Bacon, Balzac, 
Beaumont, Jeremy Bentham, Boccaccio, Bossuet, Boswell, 
Charlotte Bronte, Buckle, Bulwer, Bunyan, Carlyle, Chateau-
~riand, D'ls~aeli, Darwin, Dickens, ' George Eliot, Fielding, 
Froude, Gibbon, Goldsmith, Grote, Guizot, Hallam, Hume, 
~ain~. JOQnson, Lamartine, Lamb, Macaulay. John Stuart Mill, 
Moliere, Montesqu~eu, Rabelais, 'Racine, Dr. Robertson, Rous-
seau, Sand George, Smith Adam, Spencer Herbert, Swift 
Jonathan, Tha~keray, Voltaire. Among these forty-five per-
:sons, of only ten can it' be said that ' necessity ' urged them to 
ex~rtion. Thse were Balzac, Charlotte Bronte, Bunyan, Dick-
, ens, 'Fhackeray, Moliere,-Rousseau, and Samuel Johnson. 
, Balzac and Goldsmith were sometim.es in want through their 
own, imp!ovidence and c!xtravagmce. ' Bunyan wr.s hardly in-
s'~i[ed by the hop!!s of !!arning money. Johnson, Rousseau, 
. Thac~eray,Chadotte Bronte had been educated through the care 
,of others, and in no ~ense made their own way from- the begin-
ning. Indeed Thackeray was never poor in the sense of the 
word"aS we understand it. To have a fortune ~f- $100,000' di-
miniShed through unfortunate speCUlation may re~del it neces-
sary for its possessor to reduce his style of , living and adopt 
economies to. w~ich he w,as before unaccustomed-may even be 
,a motive for engaging in literary work, but can scarcely be said 
to .reduce the s~bject to poverty. Even should we admit, for 
.t~e .sake of argument, that these ten out of 'forty-five would 
nev~r ~ave ~ccomplished anything had they not been poor, what' 
ai~ we-to say to the remainin,g thirty-five among whom are even 
greater names? But what are the facts? Would even ,the ad 
voea.tes of the theory t~at emin'ence in literary work must b; 
~ugbt through the spur of poverty, seek to support s~ch ~ pro, 
-- ,position by rrefetring to .the lives of Bunyan or of Dickens~ or of 
'l'~acke[ay ~ or 'of any of tl}e' ten here mentioned? 
ne truth is, the whole idea is' one which has come to be ac-
, ce~ted as true ~imply from lack: of thou~ht: , $oine of the most 
.eml~ent of, the above n~med never ~new what it was.to want for 
anything. Some of them most noted as intense workers we 
may briefly norice. Grote, a banker in active business. John 
Stuart Mill, a hard worker from boyhood. Buckle, always ' 
wealthy. Bnlwer, ~ man of wealth, but whose works are sp ex-
tensive in all field~ of literature that the mere manual labor of 
transcribing them might well appall an ordinaay man. Jeremy; 
Bentham, the possessor of a fortune, of whom Talleyrand, refer<- . 
ring to his productions, said: 
" Pillaged by all the world, he is always rich," and still an-
other said, "His writings have been and remain a' storehouse of ' 
instruction for statesmen; an armory for legal reformers. 1'0 
trace the results of his teachings in England alone would be to . 
write a history of the legislation of half a century. " 
If we return to the poets for examples of poverty inspired sing-
ers, .we find among the following twenty-six names, only six 
who can with the utmost indulgence be said to have been poor. 
The names are: Ariosto, Beranger, Browning, Byron, Bums, 
Chaucer, Coleridge, Cowper, Dante, Dryden, Goethe, Heine, 
Hugo, Milton, Moore, Pope, Schiller, Scott, Skakespeare, 
Southey, Spenser, Tennyson,. Longfellow, Bryant, Whittier, 
Poe. The six referred to are Ariosto, Beranger, Burns, Shakes-
peare, Whittier, and Poe. Of these Whittier alone is a good 
example of one who felt it necessary to make exertion for a 
livelihood. Burns and Poe can scarcely be used as examples to 
prove any pJsition, being e:~ceptional characters. 
I had prepared a list of most noted military men, but al-
though they may, in a sense be called intellectual workers, still 
succe::,s in war is not mainly dependent upon previous technical 
study in the closet, but may be gailied by experience in war it- , 
self. Moreover, military men are generally provided for by the 
government which employs them, and have no difficul.ty as to 
the supply of daily wants. Hence the list is ommitted here, 
thougb even among the noted warriors the overwhelming ma-
jority have come from wealthy families, as will be seen 'by any 
one who shall make for himself sur:h a list. 
Among the statesmen I have the following names: Sir Rob-, 
ert Peel, Chatham, Bolingbroke, Gladstone, D'lsraeli~ ,Palmer-
ston, Richlieu, Machiavelli, Colbert, Wolsey, Baron von Stein, 
Bismarck, Gambetta, Cavour, Gortschakoff, Hamilton.. Of not 
one of these can it be said that they were poor. Most of them 
were from families where wealth was hereditary . 
'Of the Presidents of the U. S., who may also be reckoned 
among the statesmen,only three, Lincoln, Johnson, and:Jackson, 
can be called self-made men. The rest had , the advantages 'ot 
education and many of them of great wealth. But it is useless 
to multiply examples. All history points in the same d·irection. 
All the' efforts of men to acquir.e wealth that their children may 
have the advantage bf it would be without point or object, unleSs 
it were generally admitted that eaSy financial circumstances were 
advantageous and not detrimental to the real interests of the 
child. , 
Moreover, it is a serious error to think that men who hav~ ex-
celled in intellectual work have looked .forward solely, or even 
to any c.onsiderable, d~gree, to pecuniary rewa~~. 
People who say that poverty is a spur must, to be consistent, 
say that literary workers toil with the hope of g~ining monl;Y· 
,A little thollght will spow how far this is from the truth. Fp,me, ' 
station, honor may all be incentives-the love of literary work , 
itself the str9ngest incentive, but a direct ~oney, return has been 
.in most cases scarcely expected or even possible. : ~ 
'Eo, sum up the~, we find ~hat for successful! brai~jVorIt: , con-
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~entration of thought is a necessit y-that the conditions most fa-
vorabt"e to this are isolation, freedom fro:n care, and ease in money 
matters-that so far from poverty being an incentive it is a hin-
drance, a dead weight-that every struggle is not necessarily 
stren'gthening, and that even if it were, enough of effort is' re-
quired to do literary work at all, to furnish the exercise neces-
sary to secure strength; furthermpre that a pecuniary reward has 
seldom been looked for_ward to in the first instance as the result 
of such effort, because nearly all such workers have possessed a 
competence. 
But, still, while the circumstances of poverty, lowly birth, 
heavy cares, constant struggle, deformity, or defects in personal 
appearan(;e are not aids, as some seem to imagine, but so many 
serious hindrances to successful progress, yet we should bear in 
mind that nothing seems impossible to the human mind with its 
almost divine powers, whatever outer cl0thing ' it may have-or 
whatever the nature of its temporal surroundings. We should 
recognize the fact that success is not measured by dollars and 
cents-that the absolute necessities of life are very few indeed, 
and with proper care and resolution the circumstances most fa-
vorable to intellectual work ' may be created by everyone who 
has learn'ed how " to labor and to wai t. " 
THE OLD, OLD STORY.-II. 
ALFRED HENNEQUIN, University of Michigan. 
TEACHERS of French and German who have, perchance, , attended one or two recitations conducted by Dr. Sauveur 
or Prof. Cohn, have repeatedly asked the following question: 
"Can French or German conversation be taught in the class-
room, without using the so-called New Method?" The answer 
is, "Yes; conversation not only can be taught, but should be 
taught in the class-room, a.nd the method used'should not be the 
Heness-Sauveur method if you aim at truly satisfaCtory results." 
Before giving an outline of a series of colloquial exercises, let 
us see what end is to be attained in the study of conversation, 
in connection with the study of the modern languages. There 
is no doubt but that the object to be attained in studying a for-
eign language is the ability to understand, to write, and to speak 
it at the earliest possible moment. Conversation must therefore 
be one of the means of learning the language itself. But on 
what does' conversation depend? 1st, on a vocabulary; 2d, on 
the ability to put words together, according to certain grammat-
ical principles; 3d, 011 the knowledge of idioms. If con versa 
tion is attempted with a mere stock of words. mechanically 
memorized, sentences with any thing like a clear meaning can-
not be constructed. If the r:ules that form , the grammar of the 
language alone are known, and ~ot illustrated by means of 
numerous sentences, which one can cunstruct by means of a 
vocabulary at one's command, conversation likewise becomes 
impossible; 'and finally, if idioms are memorized, and not ana-
lyzed, they cannot be used for conversational purposes, ~xcept in 
the one given form committed to memory. ConversatIOn must 
therefore depend on words, grammar, and idioms. Words can 
be learned from the very beginning; rules are learned as one 
progresses in the study of the ~ra~mar, and idioms when read-
ing is undertak!en. In the b ~glDnmg the words obtained in the 
"Less0n" should be used for easy colloquial exercises. Arter a 
short time has been . given to grammar proper, the "exercises" 
illustrating the rules should be used for more extensive collo-
quial exercises. Lastly, wh,ile reading, the Idioms ' should. be 
analyzed and used, in all possibJe fo~~s, for actual conver~atlon. 
Some may remark: "What kind of a conversation will you under-
take with a series of ten or twelve words and one or two tenses of 
a verb, such being usually the practical stock of a grammar?" 
Conversation, in the proper sense of the word, cannot be under-
taken; but simple colloquial exercises only. And, after all, 
are not such exercises as interesting, and quite as sensible, as an 
elementary lesson in conversatlOtl, according to the so-called nat-
uralmethod 7 "Have you the book? No, I have not the slate. 
Who has the book? He has the book and the slate. Has she 
also the pen ? Yes, she has the pen and the pencil." etc., etc., 
old method. New method now: "This is a hand. I have five 
fingers. This is the litHe finger. This is the thumb. This is 
the middle finger. Have you a hand? Have you five fingers? 
Have you a thumb? Have you a little finger?" etc., etc. Which 
of the two series given above can be called conversation I The 
partissns of the old method are more modest than the disciples 
of Profs. Heness and Sauveur. They,-the 'old school-call their 
first attempts at speaking colloquial exercises. The aD~we named 
gentlemen call it conversation. In what does the difference con-
sist ? Ah! in a great deal more than one realizes at first. "This 
is a hand." "This," in French voici or voila,.in th.at one par-
ticular use of "this;" but by no means the "this" demonstrative 
adjective. 
But the scholar does not know the difference between "this, 
voici," and "this, ee, cet, cette,"-remember that he is not taught 
grammar,-hence if, perchance, he wishes to say "this hand," 
he will not hesitate to use his convcrsational attainmmtr, and say 
"voici ma£n," which has no possible translation in English, see· 
ing that it can have no possible meaning in French. It is true, 
on the other hand, with the old method, the scholar can not any 
better engage in a very extensive conversation, but in his collo~ 
quial exercises he will certainly not make such blunders as the 
scpolar may very easily make, according to the illustration above. 
He will, for instance, use Ie, la, t before words calling for one 
of these forms of the articles, according to the gende:- of the 
noun. He will know how to maJ<.e a sentence affirmative, neg-
ative, or interrogative. He will use two or three tenses of a verb, 
and combining the whole, will ask easy questions, and compose 
easy answers, based on facts, grammatical facts, known to him, 
in connection with the words memorized. So, after all, the dif-
ference between the conversation on the one haud, and the exer-
cise on the other, consists in a great deal more than one may be 
inclined to believe or realize at first. 
In short, the scliolar knows or does not know what he is about. 
,There is, of course, some mechanical mem'orizing in both in-
stances; but in one instance it is all mechanical memorizing; 
in the other it is the learning of a stock of words, used, after-
wards, understandingly and earnestJy. 
There are three stages in conversation.-I. Colloquial exer-
cises, based on certain pn'nciples involved in one "Lesson", and 
a given number of words; ,2. Colloquial exercises, based on the 
general principles of the grammar of the language, and an exten' 
siu vocabulary obtained by word formation and the study of the 
relation of Eng/isl, to French or Eng/ish to German J• and finaliy 
conversation proper, the natural result of the above, added to 
familiarity with the idioms of the language. \ 
I propose, . in some fut~re num~er of the WEEKLY, to give a 
few short sent:s of colloqUial exerCises, basing the same on same 
?f the "I:-essons" of s( me g~ammar in extensive use, thus .show-
IDg I believe,. that couv~rsatlon can be taught success/ilily in the 
c1ass,r om, without h~vmg to 'r~l~ back upon a methGd which 
depends upon mechaDlcal memOTlzmg only as a means of event-
ually, speaking, mO'le or less},:orreclly, the language studied. 
. " 
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THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
P.RCTICAL WORK OF SCHOOL·ROOM. 
W. L. BALENTINE. 
THE following list of questions was ~ubmitted by Supe~ntende~t Newlin' of Pennsylvania, to W. L, Balentme, of Mahanoy City. HIS answers 
are embodied in the e.say. 
I. Should a teacher make special preparation of the lesson for each recita-
tion? 2. And should this preparation include the method of conducting it? 
3. To what extent should a teacher use a text-book in hearing a recitation? 
4. What are the objects of a recitation? 5. Should a pupil be told what he 
can find out for himself? 6. How far should a pupil be 2ssisted in the 
preparation of his lesson? 7 _ What is the difference between teaching and 
talking? 8. Should the teacher confine himself to the printed questions of 
the author? 9. Why are "leading questions," or questions that can be 
answered by yes or no, objectionable? 10. Should the teacher reject partial 
answers and require every answer to be expressed in good language and in 
a complete sentence? 
I. Should a teacher make special preparatiotl of the lesson for each redia-
, tion? Unless the teacher is perfectly familiar with the lesson and its bearings, 
so far as they ought to be presented to the class, a~d beyond that he should 
~ake special preparation for each recitation; I say beyond that, because to 
teach a lesson well one should know a' good deal more of it than the lesson. 
contains. He ought to have a reserve fund of information on it. A teacher 
should be so well prepared with each lesson, that were he called upon to 
recite it, he would be able to do ~o b~tter than the best pupil in the class. 
He should make such speciaJ. preparation, for the following reasons: 
It will inspire him with ielf-confidence; and that is essential here as it is 
- in every other undertaking. It will ' enable him to "know what he know., 
and to know what he doesn'l know." A lack of confidence on the part Of 
the teacher will beget a corresponding lack of confidence for him on the 
part of the pupils. 'He should feel and pr(lve himself to be master of the 
occasion-always and without any aIrs or attempts at display. It is possible, 
and even probable, for a teacher to be confident of his ability to teach a lesson 
- _ and yet riot be able to do so; but such' ill'grounded confidence will soon be 
discovered and result disastrously to the teacher. 
If the teacher is well prepared the pupils will have confidence in his ability 
is at eacher and SCholar, and.vice versa. A tea~her's promptness and accuracy 
will be a rebuke to indifference on the the part of the pupils. If a teacher 
fails to make this impression, fails to give his pupils good reasons for believ-
ing and trusting in his superior wisdom, he fails utterly. Should he hesitate 
too frequently, or fail to answer a question, or solve a problem contained in 
the lesson, the pupils may put the worst possible construction upon it; and 
thus, by want of proper preparation, the teacher fails in the estimation of his 
pupils. 
It saves time. When a teacher has a lesson on the end of his tongue, he 
Can give his whole attention to the management of the recitation. Our 
periods 01 recitation vary from 10 to 30 minutes, and we find this rather too 
short than ' too long. This, time belongs to the class. Facts, illustrations, 
apparatus for experiments, should all be at hand when the recitation begins, 
so that the teacher need not , spend from 1 to 10 minutes in a "still hunt" , 
for an a,nswer to a question, or in thinking out a problem, or in hunting 
up apparatus. The thinking must be done before the recitation hour arrives. 
The most unfavorable place and time for a teacher to study is in the presence 
of his class during a recitation. Those who put it off until then, do, so at 
their peril. Besides, if the teacher is prepared, he wastes no time in circum-
locution, and there is no time lost in guessing and in senseless debate by the 
a clas~ habitually inaccurat~, unready and slovenly in expression, and ,I will 
show you a teacher who makes no special effort to train them. 
A teacher should make special preparation for his OW!) profit. We are 
forming habits of study. As we do from day to day, so will we get into the 
habit of doing. Habit, noiselessly and unconsciously, is forging her chain 
around us. Before we are aware of it we are in her iron graSp. By carefully. 
preparing each lesson a correct habit of study is formed, then the tighter and 
stronger the chain the better, This habit established, knowledge becomes 
more available, and the teacher is enabled to make constant advances in the 
attractive and ever-widening areas of thought and knowledge. 
2. Should this preparation inc!ude the method of conducting it' I think 
that the teacher should , decide upon the plan before the recitation begins. 
W.here there is but one method of recitation, where the plan is unalterably 
fixed, there is no necessity for any preparatory thought as to method. The 
pupils know just what will come, how it will come, and when their tum will 
come, and what's the use in breaking in upon such delightful uniformity? 
But it ought not to be so., No one method should be exclusively adhered to; 
because it begets monotony and indifference. Methods should change too to 
suit the lesson. Some lessons can be taught better by one method than 
another. The catechetical method is sometimes to be preferred to the topical, 
the written sometimes to the oral, etc. Since methods should change, the 
plan to be pursued ~t any recitation should be determined beforehand. The 
method having been selected, the teacher knows just what apparatus to get 
ready, what to tell his pupils to do in the way of preparation, so that there be 
no bother at the time of recitation about pens, paper, books, slates, pencils, 
etc. 
3. To what extent should (J --ieaclzer use a text-book in recitatiolt? The 
principle is, to use the text-book as little as possible. It would be better, 
were it possible, to use no book at all during recitation. The text-book ham-
pers th~ teacher in proportion' to his dependence upon it. The manuscript 
hinders the speaker. I could speak with more ease to myself, and probably 
with more satisfaction to you, could I dispense with this manuscript; but 
most te'achers have neither the time nor the talent to memorize everything 
they have to comunicate. There is, therefore, to be some use made of helps' 
in the shape of text-books, or their equival-ents. 
I find it difficult to make a ,general rule on this subject, but I should think 
that the text-book is to be used by the teacher during ' recitation, in those 
branches in which it is necessary for the exact words of the text to be repeated 
by the teacher or pupil. But even this is to be so limited as to exclude the 
text-boo~ for definitions and principles, as they ordinarily occur in teaching. 
To be more precise, the teacher should use the text-book for the "exercises," 
in the application of the principles in the various branches taught; for 
mathematical problems (not geometrical theorems), map questions in geogra-
phy, orthography, etymology, so far as the words are concerned, and in 
reading, whether English or some other language. 
I do not wish to be understood either as limiting the teacherto the use ,of 
the text in any branch of study, or of attempting to exhaust the text on every 
subject. But teachers, like men in the other professions, do not always 
control circumstances, and hence cannot always be thoroughly prepared with 
every lesson, and so, sometimes, like the others referred to, when the crucial 
moment comes, the vision is obscured, and the memory a: blank. lit such 
cru.es I should fly for refuge to the text· book. Is it not better for the teacher 
to use a text, book than to jizzle, or blunder, or fail outright? Above all, 
t:lachers should be accruate, and therefore, while the use of the text-book should 
be reduced to the minimum, it sho~ld be at hand for an emergency. 
4. What are the objfCts of a ,'ecitation? To test the pupil's preparation. 
A lesson that is not to be recited will not be properly prepHed-probably not 
prepared at all. Pupils ought to be tested, first of all as to what they know 
class. about the lesson themselves. They should know that it is their duty to bring 
He shall make speCial preparation to avoid teaching error. I have known out whlt the lesson contains, and not to be mere receptacles for the teacher 
'teachers to teach positive errors, errors of fact, errors of inference, errors of to pour into and fill up. The proof of a pupil's preparation is his abilitr to 
-pronunciation, etc., jJ1S1; because they negl~cted to prepare the lesson. Some- express clearly the ideas and-facts 'of the lesson. The idea will be obscure 
'time's 'teacherS will take a false position in reference to something in the and imperfect in proportion to the obscurity and incoherence of the language 
• lesson, and, unwilling to yield to the criticism of the class, will maintain that used in recitation. I believe there are some ideas for which we have no 
' Position, even in the teeth of 'the text. This is very unfortunate, and would words, but they are not in this account. When pupils say, "I know, but I 
))e' avoided: by special preparation. - can't tell or write it," they ought to say, "I don't know it well enough! 
'rhe teacher's example should be an inspiration to his pupils. We would Knowledge and its expressions are so intimately united that the former does 
'all do well to keep this 'old-fashioned maxim, that we teach by example, not commonly Exist without the latter, and henc~ testing a pupil's knowledge 
green ,in our memories. Pupils, kno~ngly or otherwise, learn to do, to a of a lesson is the same as testing his ability to express it. In this way the 
greA~ extent, as theirfeacher aoes. If the teacher is habitually ready, accurate recitation conl!'ibutes greatly to the acquirement of a command of language, 
and careful in expression; some-lof; his pnpils will 'want to be So too. ' Show me • and of ease ~d correctness of expression • 
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The recitation enables the teacher to correct errors. Errors of statement, 
errors of fact, errors of inference, errors of language, errors of observation, 
and errors of preparation. Advice in the way of preparing a lesson is often 
a great incentive, and saves the pupil a great deal of time and worry and 
disgust. , 
Another object of the recitation is to train pupils to be self· reliant, and to 
be sufficiently self· confident. In most of our schools it is impos~ible to prevent 
pupils from helping each other too much in the preparation of lessons. In 
many classes one or two do all the thinking; the others copy. This may be 
_ detected in the recitation. Then each is to be put upon his own responsibility. 
The fact that each must rely upon himself in recitation checks to some extent 
, this slavish dependence too commonly seen in our schools. Ti\.llid pupilS 
acquire sufficient courage, and those whose tongues outstrip their judgment 
learn, under the fire of criticism, to be more modest. 
The recitation enables the pupil to remember what he learns. It is welL 
. known to us all, that the more frequently we tell or write what we think 
, about, the better it is retained, and unless we do repeat what we learn, we 
aTe by no means sure of it. ,'The re~itation affords a means 01 fixing facts 
and impressions, not only by this means, but by concentrating the mind npon 
them, discussing them, and eliciting criticism upon them. 
The recitation gives the teacher an opportunity to add new matter to the 
fext both as to fact and illustration. This is not necessary in every case, but 
it is' usually desirable and necessary for the teacher to make use of new illus-
trations, at least, in the recitation. No auth or . can illtrodute, much less 
elaborate all the illustrations needed for explanation. Besides, pupils take 
more delight in reciting, and in all school work, if the teacher gives them 
something more than is contained in the book, or requests them to look up 
some matter on the lesson not fouud in the text. 
It is an object of the recitation to give encouragement to pupils, and to 
hold out to them proper incentives to study. It is more common for teachers 
to find fault with their pupils in recitation th'an it is for them to commend 
what is excellent. Why should not that which is well done be commended? 
Indiscriminate praise is disgusting, but properly bestowed, how good it is. 
r have found it quite ~esirable at times to explain to pupils the purpose of 
study, or of certain branches of 'study. I~ is a relief to kno w that the toil of 
study is not to be fruitless, to know that the mental drudgelY at the threshold 
of every branch of learning is not to be done for f <lskim' f sake. T he Amer· 
:iean question, "What's the u~e ?" will come up, and, while pupils are not 
the proper judges as to the curriculum, I know by experience, that it i. a 
relief and enc<!uragement to see the use. 
S. Should a pupil be told what he can find out for himself' As a rule, a 
upil should not be told what he can find out in reasonable time, for himself. ~u ils should be trained to rely upon themselves as much as possible, so that the~ acquire a habit of self· reliance-a very necessary qualification in t~e 
character of man or woman. But many incidental questions arise during 
_ recitation, and at other times, which the pupil could answer, though the 
inconvenience of doing so, occasioned by not having at hand the , proper 
sources of information, would be greater than the 'advantages to be derived 
from it. To illustrate-if while hearing a class in physics I should use the 
t rrn meter, and should be asked the meaning of it, I would not say, "Go to e 1 "I 
eaching is the proper one for quite young people.) B~t teaching differs from 
,talking in that the former is not unrestrained conversation. In teaching, 
conversation has an especial aim, and that is to hold the minds of the pupils 
closely on the subject of the lesson, resolutely refusing to entertain irrelevant 
thoughts, or give expression to them. 'In talking restraint is kept at the 
minimum. The design is to make all hands feel free and easy; and this is 
done by purposely avoiding all mental effort. In teaching, the minds of both 
teacher and taught are on the alert, ready and eager for 'work, and not play. 
The subject is developed and presented in a logical way, the end being kept 
in view from the beginning to the close of the lesson. In talking the mind 
throws off its guard, throws down its defense, and solicits and gives expression 
to ideas relevant and irrelevant, sensible and nonsensical. No attention is 
paid to the critical and logical elaboration of a subject, because that requires 
effort. Those who are in the habit of playing teacher in familiar intercourse 
instead of instructing or pleasing their audience usually bore them. The 
teacher who is in the habit of descending to familiar talk with the class' 
on the lesson in hand, will be considered by the pupils a capital fellow, but 
no teacher. 
In teaching the pupils do most of the speaking. In talking the teachee 
does the most of it. I have known teachers who, intsead of having pupils 
recite to tHem, seemed anxious to. recite the lesson to the pupils. When the 
teacher is well prepared, this will assume the form of. a lecture, but when 
unprepared will become attenuated into the air, or degenerate into merr 
gabble. Sometimes a teacher should talk, once in a ,while should lecture, but 
his main business is-to teach. 
8. Should a teacher confifu himself to the printed questions of tlu aU/ltor' 
The. principle referred to and the remarks made in reply to the questions 
concerning the use of the text·book by the teacher will apply here. Besides, 
a pupil may answer the printctd question correctly, and yet not know the 
meaning of it. In short, it is better .for the teacher ~o make his own ques. 
tions, even if they are not quite as good as those in the book; because if he 
depends constan~ly Cor his questions on the book, he will never acquire the 
art of questioning. 
9. Why are "leading questions," or questions t"aI call be atiswned b)' Y'l 
or N o, objectionable' "Leading questions" are useful in recitation wh~n it 
is desirable to have the pupil commit himself when he purposely or otherwise ' 
refuses to come to the point. But they are usually objectionable, I. Because 
they provoke very little effort on the part of the pupil as to thought, and none 
at all in the expression of it. :3 . Because the teacher h'-S to do all the 
rec,iting, and it is not his business to recite. 
10. Should the teacher rej ect partial answers and require every answtr to. 
b! expressed 'in good language, and in a complete smtmce' Of course, every 
answer ought to be 'given in good language. I (~o not think, however, that 
every answer should be in a complete sentence. When a single pupil is asked 
a question I think the answer should be in a complete sentence, when that 
sentence is not necessarily stereotyped. For example, take the following 
questions: What is the capital of Ohio? Ans. Columbus is the capital 
of Ohio. What is the capital of Pennsylvania? Ans. Harrisburg is the , 
capital of Pennsylvania. What advantages have these complete sentences 
over the mere words Columbus and Harrisburg? Those who say that every 
the arithmetic and find out the meaning yourse ves. should tell them at 
nce and' so make a better u.se of the time. Still I am of the opinion that ,a 
°va'iling prominent · error in our system of instruction is giving too much pre f . . 
sistance-telling too much. It is producmg a crop 0 Im1tators. The 
answer ought to be a complete sentence should require their pupils to say 
,'There are 16 drams 1D one oz., There are 16 oz. in 1 pound," etc. But 
when the sentences admit of variety of Ctlnstruction, and hen~e ~ome ingen. 
uity and effort on the part of the pupil, then they should be required; for one 
purpose of the recitation is to train the pupils in correct expression. 
;:pil who is helped all along the wa.y will be neither a~Je nor. willi~g to 
, "paddle his own canoe," or if he attempts to do so Will be mglorlously 
capsized. 
6. Howjar should a pupil De assisted in theprparation of "is Iwon' JUSt 
o far that he may know how to go about the preparation of it in a proper way. 
~f the lesson is unusually difficult, it is proper for the teacher to poin t out the 
. difficulties and suggest their solution, but no more. Pupils should be taught 
h t the lesson is a trial of their strngth, and that to fail is to acknowledge t a hI ' defeat, but that to succeed is to score a victory. I think, ~o.o,. that by . e ,pI~g 
pupils a good deal, they come to distrust their own ablhty, and thiS IS, m 
. many cases, dis~eartening and ener:vating. . . . 
- 7 What is the difference between teaching and talkmg' Teachtn~ IS 
co~municating to another ttle knowledge of that of whi~~ he was be~ore 
ignorant. It is educating. Talking is famihar or unrestramed conv~rsal1on 
Now, to' communicate knowledge, or to educate, some convels~t\On IS neees. 
a.ry. (And I would say here, in ' passing, that the conversational plan of 
In questioning a class .as a whole, either the answer in a single word, or 
the stereotyped sentence 1S to be preferred to the oher, because if each one 
of a dozen had a different sentence, there would be a Babel of confusion, and 
no answer understood. 
Get out Doors . 
The close co~finement. of ~l factory w!,rk, gives the o~rati~es pallid 
faces, poor appetite, langUid, m1serable feelings, poor blood, mactive liver 
kidneys /lnd urinary troublei, and all the physicians and medicines in th~ 
world cannot help them unles~ they get out of doors or use Hop Bitters, the 
pures~ and best remeny, espe~lally for such cases, having abundance of health, 
sunshme and ~osy cheeks lD them. They cost but a bifle. See another 
column.-Chnstlpn Recorder. 
The • t Wee[cly" is sent to subscribers tal ordered discon-
tinued, a'J'.&a a'l't'earages paid according to post'- requW6-
",ents.. 
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THE STATES. 
1I.L1NOIs.-Chamj a;gn I/~ms.-Mi~s Em.ma C. Piatt, class of'77, is at her 
home in Monticello, writing il history of P iatt county. We don' t know who 
could do that better than one of the Piatt family.---G. A. Wild, upon 
going to settle h,s year's tuition at the South K~nsington Museum, was told 
that Mr. Huxley was in the habit of remitting this expense to eminent Ameri-
cans.---Prol. Baker has an article in the E llgineering N~ws of Odober 16, 
on the Determination of the Magnetic Meridian.---It is reported that 
Prof. Pickard thinks of going out to deliver lectures more frequently than 
heretofore. The university will he glad to give the people of the state a chace 
to know him better.---The senior class have had the annual tree plant-
ing. In the first darkness after the tree planting somebody tarred and 
feathered the young twig. The Illini says plainly that the present junior class 
have now the cheerful remembrance to carry away with them on their grad-
uation that they have taken steps to ruin the class trees of two successive sen-
. ior classes.---H. C. Rollins, '75, is teaching In Lyons, lao If we 
remember correctly, he was last year principal of schools at Tonica, 111.·--
The II/ini. says the junior military class are now well up in target matters. 
Several of its members can readily answer the question, "How did the tar get 
on the senior tree ?" 
• Normal Notts.-Miss Louise Larrick, a Normalite of half a dozen years 
ago; is teaching at Chenoa.---O. Perry Burgess, class of '78, teaches at 
. Spring Bay, Peoria county.---Frank L. Williams has left Normal to teach 
near WaShington', Tazewell county.---F. A. TyrreU.leaves at the end of 
this term to take a country school near Plum River, Jo Daviess county.---
Oc~ober 23 was vice president's night in the Wrightonian society, and Miss 
Jessie DeBerard had a Dickens program which drew a large audience. A 
week later the Philadelphian vice president, Miss Libbie Glanville, drew the 
crowd with a fine "musical program." The two societies have been having 
their periodical squabble. This time it come from the sale of membership 
tickets: There is a prospect of a satisfactory adjustment.---The brother 
of Simon Wright has presented the \Vrightonian society a very neat gavel 
made from a tree planted by Simon -Wright. A silver plate on one side bears 
the inscription "From the cemetery lot of S. Wright, Oct. 25, 1880."---
A number of the ~ormal boys went home to vote. We have not heard of 
their getting free transportation as did certain other students we know of. 
---Several of those teaching near by came to Normal to deposit their 
ballots. Among these were Bowles C!f Grindley and Reeder of Rutland. T~ze­
well and McLean counties employ a good many Normalites, who "keep 
dropping in again to see the dear old crater."---Miss Ida M. Knipple 
'teaches with D. W. Gamble at Tonica.---Harry Garman has gone to 
Chicago in quest of,specimens for the museum.---S. W. Moulton of Shel-
byville is known to the Normalites as one of the oldest members of the board 
of education. He has recently been elected to congress over the Greenback 
Republican representative of the 15th district.--E. A. Gastman has taught 
more &ince graduation than has any other Normal graduate. He IS now on 
. his twenty first year in Decatur schools.---Harriet E. Dunn, principal of 
Bloomington. high school, is one of the most faithful of the alumni. She has 
taught constantly since graduation.---H. R. Edwards of class of '69 read 
a paper recently before the Peoria Art Society. He can awaken interest on 
almost any subject.---Chas. R. Cross of class of '79 remains ill chaage 
of schools at Sparland, Ill. 
Miscellaneous.-One of the literary societies of the Northwestern Univer-
sity at Evanston has organized a branch society for the dIscussion of political 
ques·ions. We could mention several country schools which had discussions 
of that kind on the play ground ' dunng October. Such wrangling ' is often 
more interesting than profitable. Numerous failures of health at the North-
western are attributed to lack of exercise.--The schools of Kansas, Edgar 
county, celebrated Bryant's birthday with appropriate exercises.--Rock 
Island schools opened a tiew huilding Nov. I. We are not informed of its 
containing more than one department.--The schools of Arth~ in Douglas 
and Moultrie counties gave an oyster supper Oct. 29. We are not told to 
what purpose, but Prin. · Haney can find many good things which a little 
~on.ey Will do for the school.--M. L . 'Crow, principal of Brimfield schools, 
:s a brother of J. M. Crow, of Elmwood.--Smith's school house, one half 
mile south of Toluno, was burned Nov. 2. Cause, a defective flue.--Prin. 
Clendenen. oJ Bement hears hfteen recitatio~i each day. No wonde~ the man 
is ~ick once in a while.-· -The Piatt county teachers' association met at 
Monticello Oct. 23. Mrs. Mary Bradford oonducted an exercise on the li.S. 
constitution, Miss ~ary I. Reed discussed English Gramm~r, and Principal 
Savage took charge of th~ work in English ltterature. The attempt to make 
l\:Ionticelio the permanent place of meeting was effectually voted down. The 
next meeting will occur at Bement, Nov. 27. On the program are, Constitu-
tion by W. H. Skinner, Gramma; by Miss Reed, Reading by Mr. Clendenen. 
and Bacon by Miss Winchester.--The next annual contest of the Inter., 
collegiate association of Illinois will . be held at Bloomington. The casting 
of lots for p.osition of orators made Champaign I, Chicago 2, Monmouth 3, 
Wesleyan 4, Illinois 5, and Knox 6. The judges chosen are Dr. Lorimer of 
Chicago, Judge Shope of I::.ewistown, and Judge McCulloch of Peoria. G. R. 
Wendling of Shelbyville, Dr. Allyn of Carbondale, and Dr. Banister of 
Evanston are chosen as alternates.--Springfield city council has authorized 
the school board to purcha~e building sites in the 5th and 6th wards. The, 
crowded condition of the schools makes more accommodations necessary. 
The 3rd ward now has' sixty to sixty· five pupils in a room where there should 
not be more than half so many. The city has not erected a school building . 
for fifteen years though the popUlation in that time has doubled - -Joliet 
still goes on toward the erection of her new high school building. The five 
per cent school bonds recently issued have sold at one per cent above par. 
--Clay county keeps the educational work ~oving forward. Here is the 
program of an institute at Flora, Saturday, Nov. 20, 1880. Prog1'mll .-1I:00 
A. M. Miscellaneous Business. 11:15, How to make Grammar recitation in-
teresting, C. W. Mills. 11:45, General disc:: ssion. 12:00, Intermission. 1:30 
p. M., History, by W. F. !<·ilson. 2:00, Class drill in Geography, by Emma 
Lick. 2:30 Wood Analysis, by I. D. Nysewander. 3:00 Three minutes talk 
on how to secure co-operation of parents, led by J. S. Peak. 3:30 Select 
reading, by Miss Lecta Pres'ey. 3:40 Essay by Alice Wright. 3:50 Spelling . 
by R. H. Henry. 4:00 Query box by M. T . Bogard and S. M. Delaney. Ail 
are cordially invited. W. W. Bowler, President, J. R . Hedrick, Secretary. 
WISCONSIN.-A German reader, by Prof. Rosenstengel, is now in pres~, 
and will be issued before the bfginning of another term. This book wili 
immedIately go into the University, taking th ~ place of those 'lOW in use 
there. 
Diphtheria is raging seriously in Fond du Ll.c. One doctor claims to have 
forty diphtheria patients. 
The demand for male teachers in Pierce county is greater than the supply. 
Professor S. S. Rockwood, of the State Normal School at Whitewater, has 
been appointed Assistant State Superintendent and will enter upon the duties 
of that 'office January I,' 1881. Teachers of Wisconsin will unite in saying 
All hail, Rockwood 1 His accession to that cffice is a most welcome event. 
There is probably no man ' in the state belter qualified to advise and d:rect 
the educational forces of the state than Professor Rockwood. While he will 
be seriously missed at the .No·rmal Schoul, the wider influence which' he will 
be permitted to exert in his new position must be allowed to more than 
compensate for hIS loss "to the Normal Faculty. This change must be just in 
accord with his later tastes and preferences. "To sentence a man of true 
genius to the drudgery of a school is to put a race horse in a mIll." Prof~ s~or 
Rockwood has for some time past felt a des'l re to get into a more public work 
-where there is plenty of elbow· room and space for a man's abIlities to 
expand and be utilized . . It will not be surprising if the state should yet call 
. him to a work of still higher grade, and a position of still greater independ-
ence and influence. He is worthy of the best, and none who know him will 
begrudge him the highest position within the power of the state to bestow. 
Principal Clark, of Whitewater, tea hes a night scl:ool every evening of 
the week except Satur<lay. 
The teachers in Racine are paid in scrip. The schqols are hereafter to 
open at one o'clock in the afternoon and cl.ose at four, and all teachers are 
required to be at the school building five mintes before opening. 
There are 449 students attending the University, 32 less than a year ago; 
the decrease is owing to the cuting off of one year preparatory. 
IowA·-Prof. Shotts and wife have resigned their positions in the Bloom. 
field Academy, and have gone to Allerton t) engaae in the work with Prof. 
Cullison. . .. 
Oskaloosa Notes.-The O.;kaloosa hIgh school has become so crowded that 
a third.assistan.t has been added. J. B. M'mlux is principal, assisted by Mls< . 
Retta Holmes, Miss Carne McAyel-, alld Miss Ida Street.--The great prob. 
lem for the O;kaloosa Blard 'of E luc~tion to solve i~ , How to manage the 
high school department. There are now enrolled in that department over 
)60, and the number-is every year increasing.--Tne College Vidette is .1 
newsy little sheet, but cont?oin's some grave mistakes in regud t~ local mJt· 
. ters. W~ recommend that the editor make some inquiry concerning Oska-
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_The political campaign just closed, atTected evt.ry departmeot of business 
and even penetrated our primary schools, but now that it is over, every thing 
is moving off ~moothly and harmoniously_--The Lowell Literary Society at 
Penn College has lately purchased chairs for their magnificent Society Hall. 
Long liTe the Lowels. 
Scarlet fever is epidemic in Dubuque and diptheria is raging in Davenport. 
The AilDual commencement of Iowa Agricultural College occurred Nov. 
10 with most interesting exercises. A fine class of students graduated. 
Now that the election is over, Mr. O.C. Scott resumes the duties of managing 
editor of th~ educational department of the Tipton Advertiser. The teachers 
o( Ced'ar county have reason to thank Prin. Scott for his faithfulness in pre· 
paring a good column of ne.ws. . 
Cedar Rapids, Belle Plame, and Albia are proud of their handsome new 
school-houses. 
Mr. S. S. Gillespie is principal at West Branch, and Miss Clara E. Coe is 
assistant principal at Springdale. Both of these teachers are graduates of 
the State University. ' 
"There are'five bundred students in all the departments of the State Univer-
sity. 
Mt. 'Pleasant has a brass band composed of the students of Wesleyan Uni-
versity. 
Prof. W. H. Wynn delivered the Baccalaureatt: address, and Dr. J. M. 
Gregory, of 111., the address before the Trustees of Iowa Agricultural Colo, 
" lege. _ h r 11' d . ' f I ' . The State Register gives t e 10 owmg con ensallon 0 owa £talIstlCs: 
-Ollr common or district public schools number 10,688; public acade-
mies or high schools, 104; private elementary schools, 70; private acad-
emies or high schools, 41; elementary evening shools of all descrip-
tions, 2; schools for the blind, deaf and dumb, a~ld other special classes, 
as follows: Blind, I; deaf and dumb, I; reform schools" 2; orphan's 
home, I; feeble minded, 1 ; Business colleges number 8; superior schools, 
(colleges and universities), 24; normal, ~r teachers' instit~tes, 99. , 
P.rofessional 'schools as follows: Law, 2; medical, 2; homceopathic medi-
cal I' normal schools, 4; theological, 2. 
Th: Board of Trustees of the Iowa College for the Blind are fully persuad-
ed that there are many blind children of suitable age in the state who are not 
receiVIng the advantages for 'receiving an education offered them by this in-
stitution. The design of this school is to give to the blind the same advan-
tages that the common school syste~ gives tothe more fortunate; and it is of 
the highest importance that they avail themselves of the advantage here otTer-
ed. But the 1m pression which prevails so very extensive1y through the state 
that this institution is an asylum, forms a bar to many. This mistRken im-
ression we desire to correct, and at the same time convey a proper knowl-
!dge of the institution and its object to the parents or guardians of every blind 
child in the state. In order that this end ma>: be attained, the_Board ofTrus-
tees request that every newspaper in the state publish this statement. 
. ROBERT CAROTHERS, Sec'y. 
Mr. C_ H. Clemmer, ex-county Supt. of Scott county, was the unsuccessful 
candidate for Recorder at the late election. 
Hon. Roderick Rose, for many years a Davenport school principal, was 
defeated for Congress in the second district. 
round trip tickets between Detroit and ButTalo for $I.90.--There are now 
1,460 students registered.--The senior reception and class day have been 
revived by the class of '81'--On Thursday evening of each week from 8 to 
10 o'clock, Professor Winchell keeps "open house" to receive the members 
of his classes.--The homceopathic departmeet has more students than ever 
before.--The medical department has been arranged into three graded 
classes, freshmen, juniors, and seniors, each having its exclusive and appro-
priate studies. This is a step which the' faculty have for a long time been 
hopefully anticipating and zealously laboring for. Considerable excitement 
was had over the election of a Rresident for the athletic association. Several 
hundred dollars were spent in the election. F. G. Allen, Aurora, Ill., was 
made president; Sumner Collins, Tecumusch, Michigan, vice-president.--
Last Saturday the Athletic Association played a match game of foot·ball in 
Toronto with the University college team of that place. 
There are now in attendance at the Michigan Military Academy at Ochard 
Lake 84 students fr~m all parts of the Union. 
The Battle Creek School Library contains 3,690 volumes. 
The city of Apena has ten public schools, twelve teachers, and 875 scholars,. 
There are also in that city a large Catholic parochial school and a public 
library of 2,500 volumes. 
The Sand Beach schools are presided over by: Principal John J. Davis; 
intermediate, Miss Hettie Tenks; primary, Miss ClaralBailey. A list of all 
citizens who visit the public schools is published at the ' end 'of each month . ~ 
S. G. Burked, principal. 
The prmcipal of the Mt. Pleasant schools hereafter will publish a monthly 
list of diskonor. 
Miss L. Stratton, a teacher of school district No.6 of Schoqlcraft township, 
Kalamazoo Co., systematically punished a bad boy, was arrested, and acquitted 
by a jury of six men. 
An E ducational Test.-Congressman, Horr, of the eighth disirict, in a 
recent speech said, "there is no better -evidence of a country's intelligence 
than the letters 'its people write. .I don't care what,kind of a letter they 
write, so they write letters; the number of letters the people write is a perfect 
index to their intelligence. The people of the Southern states for the past 
ten years haven't written letters enough to pay their own postage into $25,000, 
000, whereas Michigan with her undeveloped country to-day wutes letters 
enough to pay her own postage bill. Have you ever examined this educli-
tional business? I had occasion to look it up. The great state of New York 
every year pays m re money to educate her common peoble than the entire 
16 Southern: states: The little state of V ~rmont pays more thanthe states Of 
Mississippi,Alabama, and Arkansas. Why, thestate.o'f Michigan, only admited ' 
to the Union in 1837, not a quarter of her acreage under cultivation, and yet 
we have got $3,000,000 more in school houses than the entire eleven ,tates 
that went out of the Union.-Port Huro~ Times. 
MINNRSOTA.-During the last academic year Carleton Colle~e had, in all 
departments, 260 different students, an advance on any preceding year. There 
were from six states, Minnesota having thirty-seven counties represented. 
They belonged to ten nationalities, and, as indicated by church attendance, 
to seven religious denominations. Fifty-two were in the regulv.r collegiate 
classes; seventy.eight in preparatory courses; 102 in the English course; and 
twenty-eight studied music only. 
MICHIGAN.-The donation by the Waldron heirs to Hillsdale College , 
Professor Phelps, of Winana, has been spending a few weeks examining 
the mining regions of Idaho, and returns full of enthusiasm respecting the rich-
ness of the mines. He is confident that the next ;year will witness a great 
influx to that'territory, and that Belview will soon rival Leadville, if not sur-
,pass it, in all that goes to make a great mining city. 
aDlounts to $15,000. , , _ 
'The fiV'e and one half. inch Clark telescope made for Agriccultural College 
is to ' be mounted in an observatory building just erected for that purpose. 
;The structure is a cheap but serviceable one, of brick, and looks like an 'old 
' fasmoned Dutch oven or an exaggerated well-curb. 
The school board of Hudson have made arrangements so that two daily 
newspapers will be taken by the school, and scholars will be appointed to 
prepare and read the current news of the day before the school. , 
President Brooks, of Kalamazoo College, has entered upon the work of 
educating the high school for $3,000 per annum, This arrangement will 
' continue during the erection of the new high scho:ll building. 
The Paw Paw Tru~ Northerner asks that "the Superintendellts recommend 
I those teachers who know how to teach. Many are educated but they ony , d " don't know how to impart to the pupil. , Few teachers atten the mShtutes; 
those few are the growin~ ones." , 
l:Tniversity.-About one hundred and fifty students whose homes are 10 
N'e. York state, l~t in, time to vote at thepresidentilil election. They secured 
MISSOURI.-The next session of the Northeast Missouri Teachers' Associ-
ation will be held ~n Kirksville during the holidays. J. P. Blanto.ll, of Mexico, 
is president. ' 
Almost Young Acaln_ 
. Mr mother . . was afHicted a long time with Neuralgia and a dull, heavy 
mactlve condition of the whole system; headache, nervous prostration and 
was almost helpless. , No physicians or medicines did her any good. ' Three 
montbs ago she pegan to use Hop Bitters, with such good etTect that she 
seems and fe~ls young again, although over 70 years old. ' We think there ill 
no other medicine fit to use in the (amuy."-A lady'in Providence, R.I. 
, -Journal. , ' 
I th~nk the pr~blems are a capital thing.-J. K. , HloertA,· La,nClUkr,'Pa. 
. The WEEKLY IS getting better and better. My, students read it with de-
hght.- W. lJ. Rowe, Ky. ' 
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THE HOME. 
[Written for THR EDUCATIONAL WRBI<LV.] 
AMONG THE DEAD IN GREENWOOD. 
A. J. WALLACE, Decatur, Ill.: 
I WALKED to Greenwood ere the dav had dawned Upon that gateway which we all shaH pass 
When we shall walk no more. The morning star, 
As fresh as when uprising from the deeps 
She kissed the beauties of this virgin earth, 
Still whispered her sweet promise of the woon 
And spread o'er waveless tree and monument 
The magic of her silvery sheen. 
I pass 
Into the sbadowy aisles. The night's festoons 
Hang dark from leafy boughs dependant o'er 
The walks that kindliness and love have made 
Between the grassy graves yet green with tears 
Of the bereaved. Life-the breath of life, 
Stirs not the solitude. The air is full 
Of glamour and transfiguration. Yea, 
The powers of the unseen press heavily, 
And my appalled senses feel the touch 
Of an immortal hand. . There is no voice 
Save the sepulchral echoes of my own; 
The aU-forgetful earth gives no reply; 
And speechless are the stars that watch the graves 
Within this twilight of the unrevealed. 
Here. Time doth bury deep his weariness, 
And all the cries of anguished hearts are hushed. 
The child, aweary of the long day's play; 
And she who is the love-light of the home 
And rose of life in its first bloomy flush; 
The eager son of trade, from roaring marts ; 
The stricken soldier with unfaltering step; 
And gray haired age, that finished well its work, 
All glorious in its evening sun; and they 
Who have no register of rank or name 
Seeking the opiates of a sure relief;-
Uome dropping down like the uncounted leaves 
And mingle with the mold beneath my feet. 
Is this the end oi all that quickened once 
This clay, 0 unresponsive earth sodlimb 
In our despair? With a diviner sense 
The hellrt heeds not thy logic reasoning all 
To dust, nor yet shall heed; beyond the night, 
Beyond the stars and their deep solitude, 
In the far Orient, pulses still the breath 
Of the Eternal. . 
THE BIG BOOTS. 
GEORGE H. COOMER. 
THE ruins.of that old country school-house yet remain, a de-formity by the roadside. It .had brick walls, and these are 
not entirely gone. A portion of the chimney, too, is still to be 
seen; while old foundation stones, and bits of lath, and broken. 
layers of morter, make the place desolate and forbidding. The 
wet, spongy farm· lot in the rear, is no handsomer, nor the ,rude 
highway more attractive, than was the case forty years ago.. It 
~ould seem as if country school-houses, like coulltry grave-yards, 
were once begrudged the room required for them, and were hence' 
pushed into· the most uninviting places. . 
Even now, in sleep, I sometimes dream of my school-days 
there, and of the little boy with the big boots-the sorrowful 
little boy, whom none of us knew enough to make happy. Boys 
. are not really more cruel tha:n men, but their well of kindness 
lies deep, and they leap over it and run around it, without know-
ing how clear and silarkling its waters would be if drawn up. 
I was a lad of eleven, the first and ·only winter of my atten-
dance there. I am now mOIre than fifty; and, in· the review, 
that single winter seems as long to l)le as a dozen years. The 
incidents of youth have a consistency like that of pure gold, and 
the mind afterwards beats t4em out, so that they cover a very 
broad S\irface . . Mr. Tanner, the master, I wouldlCrnow in a mo-
ment, were he to rise up before me now; and the fresh .looking 
girl at the desk in the corner; and the blue-eyed country beauty, 
whose seat was by the window ; and the freckled boys, and boys 
with tow hair; the big boys on the back seat, and the little boys 
on the front bench by the stove; I would recognize them eve.ry 
one, could some psychological wonder bring them back to me 
again, with the looks that they have long since shed, atom by 
atom, on the road of life. 
There was one little fellow about my own age, whom, on my 
first day at school, I remarked as having a thoughtful and some-
what troubled face, and to be poorly dressed. 
It was a cold day in November, and, at recess, some of the 
boys put on their O·i ercoats. One of them, who had a very hand- , 
some garment of the kind, on taking it down ' from its nail in 
the entry, observed beside it an old faded coat, b.:longing to 
some one else. This he rudely grasped; and, with a jeering, 
cruel air, and derisive whoop, exclaimed, "What rag is this?" 
At the same time he threw it across the small entry and out upon 
the stone step. Another kicked it as it fell; while ' a third caught 
it up and ran with it as if it were a kite or a banner. Presently, 
.however, it was dropped; and, as the boys became somewhat 
scattered, I saw the little fellow of the reflective face hastily pick ' 
up the despised article and return it · to the phce where it had 
hung. As he turned away his countenance was flushed, and he 
drew the back of his hand across his somewhat handsome eyes. 
It was his coat, this was plain; and all my enjoyment of the 
recess was spoiled; fur I thought how he must feel to be jeered 
at and insulted for what he could not help, and what' had no 
doubt caused him much anxiety and mortification, even before 
anyone had made it a subject ot' ridicule. He did not put on 
the coat at that time, though he had worn it in the morning; but 
when the day was over, and all the children were making ready 
for home, as the bitter wind whistled past the door, he once 
more buttoned it around him; and I was glad to find that noth-
ing was said, although some of the boys looked curiously at hiS 
threadbare attire, as if wondering how he could wear such clothes 
on the very first day of school. But I now observed' that he had 
ill-fitting boots, much too large for his feet; and, although the 
coat escaped attack for the time, the boots did not. 
"Boots! boots!" "What is the price of old leather?" "Who 
wants to take a sail in a rpud scow?" were some of the unfeeling 
ejaculations that he was compelled to hear, as he started out upon 
the road with the others, who, after the manner of rude school-
boys, sauntered or ran along, pushing eac4 other into ditches, 
or throwing pebbles at gate· po~ts and trees. 
The following day was still colder, ·and the boy came wrapped 
in his poor overcoat; but this had now ceased to attract partic-
ular attention; the big boots, which really made a remarhble 
appearance upon feet so small, becoming the butt instead. 
They made a louder sound on the school house floor than the, 
boots of any ot4er boy; and the sensitive heart of young Master 
Robert Brown (for this was the lad's name), toU him so. There 
were enough others to tell him !iO, too. Oh, the cruelty' of those 
sarcastic smiles and impudent glances! 
One evening I told my parents of the boy with the big boots, 
who came from the other end of the district; and my mother 
replied that' Robert Brown must be the son·of that Mr. Brown . 
who lived at the turn of the road, . two miles off; and who, by 
intemperance, kept his whole family in misery. Mrs. Brown, 
my mOlker said, was an excellent woman, and was always mend· 
. ing and fixing up her children's clothing; trying, in her careful, . 
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anxious way, to make something of nothing; and often, too, 
succeeding surprisingly well. ' Robert, she added, had an elder 
brother, who had gone tosea; and perhaps the big boots might 
be a pair which he had left 'at home. The family had lately lost 
a little girl, Robert's sister, and were in affliction every way; 
and she hoped that I would never shOw by word or look that I 
noticed the clumsy boots or the threadbare coat. 
And now I remembered hearing Robert say to himself, sob-
bingly, one day when the big boys had treated him ill, "0 little 
Mamie! little Mamie! I am glad you cannot know ot it !" 
One day, not long after the commencement of the ' school, two 
of the committee called upon some business with the teacher; 
and at recess some of the boys maliciously remarked that they 
had observed these officials smiling at Robert's big boots, as he 
stood in his class or shuffled along the tioor. Thiswas not true, 
but it had its effect. The idea that grown-up men could regard 
him with derision for his patched jacket and his poor, clumsy 
boot~, seemed to impress him with a feeling more forlorn than 
aught else had done. How many leaden thoughts fell on his 
young heart! He recalled his father, a drunkard; his mother, so 
careful, so sorrowful, so worn with work, so tender of himself; 
his little sister, asleep under the new mound, where his own and 
his mother's hands placed, every week, sad mosses and circlets 
ofthe pretty creeping-jenny-for it was all that they now could 
do' and then, in the midst of all, how inexpressibly dreadful to 
, . 
his mind seemed the taunts WhICh poverty brought upon him. 
The coat upon which his mother had sewed at night, hoping that 
it might answer; the boots that she had dreaded to ask him to 
wear' the coarse dinner that the boys had made fun of at noon, 
, , 
as he took it from his pail; he thought of all these things more 
bitterly than ever; and, suddenly, at that recess, he was missed 
from among his school-fellows. 
I found him stretched at full length on th" damp ground, out 
of sight of his tormentors; and when I knelt by his side, and 
put my arm tenderly about him, his sOb.s were violent. He ~ried 
long and bitterly-all the more for thIS sympathy, so precIOUS, 
so unexpected. Presently, a number of school-boy faces peered 
over the fence that had hidden us from the common view; but 
after a moment's watching, they slunk away in shame. I soon 
perceived that my schoolmates were talking earnestly among 
themselves, and saw also that some of the faces I had thought so 
cruel wore a look. of repentance and sorro~. 
The teacher's bell sounded, and we all thronged into'sthool-
Robert Brown the last. How sad he looked! The master asked 
no questions; but he must previously have observed _something 
of the condition of things; for when school was over at night, 
he put his arm about Robert's neck and asked him to remain for 
a few moments. Robert held me by the hand, and asked that I 
might remain also. 
Then, when we three were alone, he told, at the m3$ter's re-
quest, the story of his troubles. How simply and how frankly 
he spoke, and what unstudied pathos there was in his words I 
The schoolmaster's eyes were full of tears; and in answering the 
poor little boy, his voice became .choked and more than once 
he left a sentence unfinished. As to , myself, I could not help 
weeping outright. 
The next day, Robert was absent. He had taken cold while 
he lay. on the wet ground, and as the weather was now stormy, 
his mother had not ventured to send him. His absence afforded 
the master an· opportunity of talking to the other pupils in a way 
which he could hardly have done had the little boy with the big 
boots been present. 
My schoolfellows had, ,however, already begun to think~be­
gun to put themselves in Robert's place, and imagine how they 
would feel if their mothers, who so loved them, were poor and 
careworn, and sat up at night, trying to make old things answer 
for their dear boys, hoping that the other boys would not notice 
the difference, or at least would not speak ofit-to consider how 
it would be if, when they came to 'school, all this anxiety and 
toil were mocked by unfeeling voices, and all the dear things of 
home were insulted, through a senseless derision, by those who 
had the g'ood fortune to possess parents who could buy them 
new coats, new mittens, and new boots. There is almost every-
thing in thinking, and at last the boys thought. 
Master Tanner spoke kindly to them on the subject. Though 
he could be stern at times, there was now not one atom of sever-
ity in his ton~. His he~rt had no room for anger; but, as he 
spoke, he became eloquent. It was a soft, winning kind of elo-
quence; and the most thoughtless boy in the school was visibly 
affected-many of them to tears. 
Whether or not Robert ' s mother knew what had transpired, I 
cannot tell; but the succeeding day he came again, wearing the 
same coat and boots as before. ' But the boys saw them not, or 
saw them only to feel a heartache, and a new-liorn sympathy for 
the poor little fellow who would not have worn them if he could 
have helped it. The tide of impulse had turned. Nothing was 
overdone, but there was a kindness of act and tone; and the big 
boys showed that they were doing what they could, in a gentle" 
,unobtrusive way, to make Robert forget that they had ever treat-
ed him ill. 
The next day was Saturday, and there was no school. On 
Monday, Robert did not come, and we learned that he was ill 
with a fever. Tuesday was Christmas; and on the morning of 
that day. Mrs. Brown carried into the sick-room of her little boy 
a new pair' of boots, and a complete suit of warm, handsome 
clothing, overcoat and all. Late on the previous evening, these 
articles had been 1eft in her charge,'o be a morning's surprise 
for the young patient. 
That afternoon, a number of the scnool-boys called upon him, 
and I was of the party. ' The same boy who had tossed Robert's 
coat from its nail in the entry was one of us. Robert sat up in 
bed, and for a few moments all his illness seemed to have depart. 
ed. The new boots were w,here he could look at them; the 
overcoat was also close to his hand, and so were all the other ar-
ticles of the Christmas gift. The young visitors had seen all . 
these things before Robert saw them, but they did not say so. . 
Oh, how unexpected had been such a token of sympatliy! 
Nothing was said of the past; but the boys brought him nuts 
and sweetmeats, which, how~ver, he must keep till he should be 
well; and they told him of a hundred things which he and they ' 
would do before the close of winter. But the well day never 
came. He was very sick, even then; and it was only the pleas-
ant excitement, and the feeling that the old cause of sorrow had 
been all swallowed up in kindness, that made him appear mo-
mentarily better. 
Only once after that I saw him alive; and the picture of his 
little pale face upon the pillow remains with me yet. His mother 
had placed the new boots where he could touch them with his 
. hand. When I entered, he rallied for a moment, and seemed 
almost well. Putting his arm about me as I leaned aver him', he 
said--
"I have seen little Mamie. She was hel'e last night. I saw 
her just as she used to be. ' The school-b)ya-they. di4't mean 
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any harm, did they? only they didn't think. They like me 
now, and I like them." 
And chen he said something more of little sister, and some-
thing of getting well; but presently he seemed exhausted and 
partly lost. I cried softly to myself, for I could not help it. 
The day following we heard that he was no more. , All the 
scho~l-c.hildren were at the funeral. Master Tanner was there 
too. The undertaker opened the little casket that held the dead, ' 
and we all came softly and looked down upon the white face. 
All the past came back-the scene with the overcoat in the entry, 
the jeers at the big boots, the distress of the l .- oor little boy as 
he flung himself on the damp sward-all these things were ' re-
membered. And now, how pale and 'still he was! No wonder 
that the school-boys cried ; no wonder that ' the master's face 
was wet with tears. 
It was, as I have said, more than fo~ty years ago; but in an 
old burial-ground, not far away, I could point out to my readers 
a small white stone. with Robert' s name and ' age, and by its side 
another stone, inscribed to "Little Mamie'." They were placed 
there by Robert's sailor brother, who, the same winter, returned 
from a long sea-voyage. 
How often I look. at these small memorials; and go back in 
. spirit to the old school-house and that bleak November day, 
when the poor threadbare overcoat was flung contemptuously 
from its nail,-and little Robert, in his ill-fitting boots, went, wit h 
a !teart full of bitter distress, to pick up anti replace that which 
he knew his mother had taken such care to bl ush and mend. 
o dear little, bl)Y! how long the scene has been over-the cru-
elty, the heartache, the tears! But a lesson was learned at that , 
winter term of the country ' school which reached away down 
into the lives of all the surviving actor~ in that small drama of 
the past.-Youth's Companion. 
THE WORLD.-
. . --
NEWS RECORD CLOSING MONDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1880. 
-Dervisch Pasha is approaching Dulcigno with troops. The Sultan has 
been advised to order him to surrender the city at any cost, arid sealed orders 
~ave be~n conveyed to him, from the Sultan. 
-The stockholders of the Edison Electric Light Company have been 
assessed $60 a share to meet the expenses of Edison's recent experiments. 
The stock has risen to $1,200 a share on a report that Edison will make a 
public expenment with his invention early next month. 
-Thomas Hughes has been tendered grand public receptions in eastern 
cities. ' 
-It is expected that the meeting of Congress will determine whether or 
not the Panama Canal scheme will meet with favor in this country. If it 
does, there will be but little further delay in entering upon its construction. 
-E-xcitement in Ireland continues to deepen. The Channel fleet being 
ordered to the Irish coast caused complete consternation in some parts. _ 
-It is' reported from England that the cel,ebrated poet, Gerald Massey, 
has lost his reason and is an !Dmate of an insane asylum. Mr. Massey is 
only 52 years of age, but he has many years struggled with poverty. He has 
for some time been an ardent spirituahst. ' -
-It is again reported that James Gordon Bennett's expedition to the North 
Pole has been lost in the ice. 
-At Harvard the seniors are no longer required to attend church, and it 
is rumored that after this year morning prayers will be discontinued. The 
library is to be opened Sunday afternoons. Seventeen young ladies have 
been examined for what is called the "Annex." 
I like the WEEKLY better and better, and shall do alllcan for it.-Pri1z. 
L. S. !Kilborn, Marshall, Ill. -
-Our subscribers who Qave received samples of the Acme Examination Pa-
IV r <ay- it isjust what they want. . _ , ' 
- Who' does not. know that H B. Bryant's Chicago Busi'ness College stands 
at the: head of the business colleges of the. country. ' , 
MILWAUKEE NOTES. 
-For some time past the question of the permanent appointment of teach-
ers has been agitated here. A resolution, having in view the appointment 
of teachers for an indefinite period has been reported on favorably by !' mi. 
nority of the Committee on Rules and Regulations of the School BCJar~,. and 
unfavorably by a majority. The. School Board has taken no action on the re-
ports so far. From present indications, there seems but little prospect of any 
such sudden innovation. Tht,: resolution will probably fall through. _ The 
school officials and the Commissioners dressed in a little brief authority, feel 
their elevation to'o sensibly to throw it away by any such movement in the in-
terests of teachers and pupils. Giving teachers a tenure of office during good 
,behavior and competency is of course open to some objections, and like other 
good things, liable to abuse, but to anyone who has w'atched events in school 
circles during the last six or eight months some change must seem impera-
tive. Efficient teachers who are not "in" with the petty ward magnates and 
politic ians, must step down and out to give place to some one who is. Many 
of the principals find that it is better to be "solid" with the ward aldermen 
and commissioners, than to be an efficient worker. Appoint teache,rs perma-
nently and you tak~ their power for evil away from meddlesome or bigoted 
commissionels and fussy or vindictive school officers. 
-Evening schools are an established fact , here at last. The managemen 
of these schools is in the hands of a special commi~tee which shall appoint as 
teachers only regularly licenced teachers in the employ of the Board. Teacb.-
ers will receive from two to two dollars and a half p.;:r evening. There will be' 
three -sesisons per week, of two hours each. Text-books are rented to pupils 
by the Board. Pupils of both sexes over fourteen years of age may attend • 
Instruction is given in the three "R's" and spelling. 
-As soon -as the City Council appr~priates $50,000 a fifth State Normal 
School will be located at Milwaukee. It will probably be opened to students 
at the commencement of the next school year. 
-By a recent ruling of the school Board the holder of a state normal diploma 
can receive the pay of substitute teacher only, $ 1.50 per day, until the diplo-
ma is countersigned by the State ' Superintendent. Miss Fanny Chapin, wh!> 
was induced to accept a position before this ruling was made, and who was 
affected by it, recently received the full compensation, $500, for a year's ser-
vice, from the Board instead of $300, the pay of a substItute. 
-Milwaukee, the Germany of America, has perhaps the most perfect system 
of instruction in the German language in the country. Three of her teachen:, 
Profs. Abram~, Baldauf, and Binner, have just completed the compiling of a 
series of German readers which are extensively used in the city schools gen-
erally. These readers are said to be more practical and better suited to the 
requirements of English speaking students than any yet published. 
-Fred Brunck, a teacher in the German Lutheran school, ran for 'county 
clerk on the Democratic ticket. The Lutherans didn't want their teacher 
mixing in politics, especially democratic politics, and so Fred resigned, How-
ever, Fred didn't become County Clerk. 
-Inquiry is made here as to whether Hans Haerting, who ran for ofl!ce 
down in Cook Connty, ' wasn't once a school teacher ' here. Thus' are the 
mighty fallen. 
-Henry D. Goodwin was the graduate of the State Univereity who took 
the Lewis prize for ability as a writer and speaker. He probably knows more 
Greek th~n all the teachers in the state. ,He has entered the ranks of teach-
ers and may be found ' at the First District school teaching the ~xtremely , 
young idea how 'tb shoot. 
- The extensh:e museum of the Milwaukee Historical Society will be 
removed ~o the new Exposition bui1di~g when that edifice is completed. 
':"'Miss Elemira W. Hughes is the new principal of the city normalschool. 
The principal receives a salary of $1,200. Good work is done in thiS school 
in trajning ~eachers for primary and kindergarten work. 
o -Louis F. Burstall, ex. Proless~r in the High School, 'has returned from 
his trip to California. # 
-Otis Waldo, graduate of Yale CoIlege, is doing quiet and effective work 
in the city High School as Professor of Greek and L~tin . ' 
-Dominee Shuler, ex-principal of the Thirteenth District Branch school 
resigner] to attend college. Frank Traverse, also an ex-teacher, is attending 
cvllege. 
- -Horsford's Acid Phosphate used habitually, renders the systell! ,less liable 
t~ the attacks of sun,stroke. • 
